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2 - Two beam behaviour

where fo is the revolution frequency and e the e
lectronic charge.

The work done so far to understand and cu
re the instabilities in the storage rings is becom:"
ing very valuable also for conventional accelera
tors, as greater and greater currents are requi
red.

at the currents and densities achieved in the pre
sent rings (l010 + 1011 particles/cm3 ) and it re
quires, to be mastered, an accurate knowledge of
the forces and beam dynamics, and the use of co~
plicated methods to control the instabilities and to
reduce the forces.
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The Coulom b interaction between the two
beams at the crossing changes the focusing for
ces acting on them; since the early days of the
storage rings it has been realized that the beam
transverse density at the crossing should not ex
ceed some limit value to preserve the beam sta
bility 2),3),4),5). The parameter used to express
this assumption is the linear betatron tune shift
per crossing, {)Q, or, more commonly, a qua~

tity, here called ~, proportional to the central
beam density, which, in some cases, is a good
approximation for () Q; they are given by:

In t he following the most relevant experi
mental observations on the beam behaviour in e
lectron positron storage rings and, when availa
ble, their interpretation are discussed; the two
beam effects are presented first, with an analy
sis of the parameters that affect the storage ring
performances; the single beam effects follow, in
cluding a brief discussion of the vacuum problem s .

The performance of an electron positron
storage ring can be summarized by giving the e
nergy (the energy per beam is here consistently
used) and the luminosity, defined as the interac
tion rate for an event having unitary cross sec
tion; in the simple case of head-on collision of two
beams of total currents Iw and Is, uniformly di
stributed in k bunches per beam, with overlapping
transverse gaussian distributions, whose r. m. s.
dimensions ax and az are equal for the two
beams, the luminosity L per interaction region is
given by:

1 - Introduction

The development of the colliding beam
accelerators can be traced to its beginning in the
Proceedings of the High Energy Accelerator Co~

ferences; preliminary proposals for proton-pr~

ton beams were discussed at the first Conferen
ce, in 1956, and developed at the second one, in
1959, when also the design of the 500 MeV e-e
rings, under construction at Stanford, was de
scribed. The interest in the study of the high ~

nergy electron positron annihilation, pointed
out in 1960, gave a new impulse to storage rings,
and at the III Conference, 1961, we find a ses
sion devoted to them (they are not any more
"New ideas"), and, what is more important, we
find also the first experimental results on elec
tron (or positron) storage, for times of the or
der of one minute, in the small ring AdA 1).

In the last ten years the progress in
the field has been impressive: the Stanford-Prin
ceton 500 MeV e-e- rings and three e+e- rings 
(VEPP-2, ACO and ADONE with energies rang
ing from 500 to 1.500 MeV) have produced high
energy physics results; two higher energy (3 +
3.5 GeV) e+e- rings are in the pre-operation
stage (CEA-Bypass and VEPP-3); three other
e+e- rings are being built (SPEAR, DORIS and
ACO-II) and this list falls short for sure of so
me new born of the VEPP family. The proton
proton rings have experienced a similar pro
gress, leading to the CERN-ISR operation: they
will be the subject of other papers in this Confe
rence.

The problems encountered and solved
in the electron storage ring operation are rela
ted to the very high beam density and to the long
lifetimes required; the fundamental instability of
a circular accelerator (due to the beam interac
tion with its environment) becomes fully evident

Ten years have passed since the first
electrons have been stored in a colliding beam
ring; e+e- rings have produced high energy phy
sics results for about five years and a new gen~

ration of ultra-high luminosity rings is being
built. The progress in the field and the experi
mental observations on the beam behaviour in sto
rage rings, gathered in many laboratories all ~
ver the world, are outlined in this paper. The
possible improvements in the performances are
briefly discussed.

Abstract
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(3)

where, for the ratio (~ja )x, z, the greater of the
two must be used.

sin(2n()Q ){ }
~ = x, z 1+tg(n ()Q )ctg p, ~
x,z 21T x,z x,z

1) the maximum luminosity (on a coupling resonan
ce with natural beam dimensions) scales with 
i'5 and the current at the beam-beam limit with
i' 3.5; the beam cross section at the limit sca
les therefore with r 2 and ~ m with i' 0.5:
() Qm scales approximately with i' (the ctgft
term in eq. 3 is negative for the case of one
bunch mode in ACO);

2) the ~ m and the <5 Qm are higher with one
bunch per beam (two interaction points per turn)
than with two bunches per beam: there is a fac
tor of '" 1. 5 on ~m and '" 1. 8 on <5 Qm;

3) the maximum measured value of ~m is 0.04 at
510 MeV, in the one bunch mode, and the cor
responding <5 Qm is 0.06.

The results obtained on ADONE are7);

1) the maximum luminosity (on a coupling resonan
ce with natural beam dimensions) scales with -
i' 7 in the region where there is not a limitation

in the current that can be stored: the specific
luminosity (LjIw ) scales with i' 2.5: the beam
cross section at the maximum luminosity sca
les therefore with i' 2, ~m with i'1 . 5 and
<5Qm with y;

2) <5 Qm remains approximately constant changing
the f-t per crossing in the range ( n + 4 0 ) +
(n+ 120 );

3) in the one bunch mode the ()Qm is greater than
in the three bunch mode: the factor is interme
diate between 1 and 3;

if this is the case, eq. 5 shows that the maximum
luminosity is achieved for equal beam currents, is
proportional to ~ -2 and can be increased propor
tionally to the beam cross section (with a corre
sponding increase of the beam currents). If the
beam dimensions are the natural ones, ax az oc: Y 2,
the maximum luminosity scales with i' 4. If the li
mit is on <5Q, and not on ~, eq. 3 shows that it
is convenient to make the term ctg!" positive and
very large (f-t close to, but greater than, a mul
tiple of n for e+e- rings): for a given <5 Qm a gre~

ter value of ~m will be obtained for f-t - n, and
therefore a greater luminosity.

In the storage ring design it has always
been made the assumption of an "optical" limit (a
linear or nonlinear lens effect due to the beam
-beam interaction); in this assumption ~ m or
() Qm should not depend on I, ~ , i', while they

might depend on the beam aspect ratio, or on the
ring focusing structure. Table I summarizes the
most relevant data of the operating e+e- storage
rings, together with the expected performances of
those in the pre-operation stage or in construction.

The experimental results on the beam
beam limit obtained on ACO can be summarized as
follows 6) :

(2)~x,z

nkfo 2 2 1 1 2 2
L =-- ~ Y a a (- +-) (...Q...) (5)

m r2 m x z ax az ~ x, z
e

where: N
s

is the charge per bunch of the more i~

tense beam; ~ x, z the reduced local betatron w~

velength at the crossing; r e the classical elec
tron radius: i' the beam energy in rest mass u
nits; a x, z the r. m. s. transverse dimension;
p, x, z the betatron phase angle between success..!.
ve crossings. Unless otherwise specified, in the
following the quantities ~ and <5 Q will always
be referred to one crossing; the total linear tune
shift over the ring is p() Q, if there are p cros
sings. Eq. 3 shows that, as long as I n <5 Q ctg p,k<.
<<. 1, ~:::! <5Q ; what in the current literature is re
ferred to as the approximate tune shift (often indi
cated with L11') is the quantity ~ (or sometimes 
p~ ).

This parametrization is significative
only if ~ m or () Qm do not depend on the other
parameters entering in eqs. 1 and 2 (I, i' , a , ~ ):

~ can be expressed as a function of the
luminosity L and the total current of the weaker
beam Iw (eqs. 1 and 2):

2 e r Q

~ = e ~ (1-+1- (1(L) (4)
x, z i' I

w
ax az a x, z

The ratio LjIw will be referred to, in the follo
wing, as the specific luminosity; eq. 4 gives a
convenient way to obtain the value of ~ from a
measurement of specific luminosity, as the only
other machine parameters entering in the formu
la are the beam energy, r, the ~ at the cross
ing and the beam aspect ratio.

Assuming that there is indeed a limit
value ~ m (or <5Qm) that cannot be exceeded,
from eqs. 1 and 2 one can obtain, for Iw = Is:

~ ~Q {1+n~Q ctg p, 1x, z x, z x, z
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T ABLE I - Electron electron and electron positron storage rings

a) in operation or discontinued (measured values). -

Max Energy' Max Luminosity Currents NOof
~m; 6Qm/crossing(GeV) (cm- 2s- l ) rnA crossings

e-e- Stanford-Princeton 0.55 5 x 1028 60+ 60 1 .... 10-2 '" 10-2

e+e- VEPP-2 O. 70 (l702) x 1028 40+70 2 "'(0.5;.1) x 10-2 "'(0.5 r l) x 10-2

e+e- ACO 0.5 6 x 10
28

25 +25 2 ,.... 0.04 "" O. 06

e+e- ADONE 1.5 3 x 1029
50+50 6 - 0.08 -0.03

b) in pre-operation stage or construction (design values). -

Max Energy Max Luminosity
Remarks

(GeV) (cm- 2s- 1)

e +e - CEA-By pass 3 (3.5) 1031 low {J

e+e- VEPP-3 3.5 1031 low (J

e+e- DORIS 3 (4.5) 1033 low (J

e+e- SPEAR 3 (4.5) 1032 low fJ
e+e- ACO-II 1.8 1032

space charge compensation

4) in the case of a very weak beam against an in
tense one the c5 Qm is greater than in the case
of equal currents, and does not seem to dep
end on energy;

5) operation out of the coupling resonance seems
to give a c5Qm somewhat greater than on the
coupling resonance (10 + 200/0);

6) measurements of luminosity as a function of
beam current indicate a current dependence of
the beam cross section different from what ex
pected taking into account the corrections due
to the lens effect of the crossing (which in A
DONE are considerable, as the operating point
is close to an integer);

7) the maXimum measured values of ~m (on the
coupling resonance) is about 0.08 at 1.050
MeV and the corresponding c5 Qm is about 0.03.

The exponents of y in the scaling laws
for the various quantities have to be taken with
some care; the y dependence of the maximum l~

minosity and of the current at the beam-beam li
mit (or of the specific luminosity) is approxima
ted with a power law over the whole operation raE
ge, while the beam behaviour at the beam-beam
limit at low energy seems to be different from
that at high energy, both in ACO and ADONE.

Preliminary results on the two beam .£
peration with different values of1the {J at the cro~

sing have been obtained at AC06.. they seem to
show that the beam current at the beam-beam li
mit is approximately constant, whichever is the
{J (lower or higher then the normal value; the to
tal range explored is about a factor of four in (J-).

This point needs however more experimental work
to be confirmed: in the next future also on ADONE
there will be the possibility of changing the {J at
the crossing, and more data will therefore be a
vailable from ACO, ADONE and the CEA-Bypass.

A firm conclusion that can be drawn from
the experimental results is that the beam-beam Ii
mit is not purely "optical"; in other words the 

c5 Qm (or the ~m) depends on Y (at least over cer
tain energy ranges) and, possibly, on (J.

It was suggested 8) that a possible inter
pretation of the results could have been a current
limitation; however this mod el is not consistent
with the observation made on ADONE that, when
the beam-beam limit is reached on a coupling re
sonance, a slight change of one of the betatron fr~

quencies drives one of the beams unstable: this
would suggest that the limitation is related to the
beam density, and not only to the beam current9~

No model has been proposed, so far, that
explains the beam-beam results; an hypothesis
that can be advanced10)is that the beam-beam li
mit, at least in a certain energy range, is due to
a "random" excitation in competition with the ra
diation damping (which scales like Y3); the exci
tation should be an increasing function of the c5Q's
(or the ~ IS) seen by the two beams: this hypothe
sis is connected to a remark made years ago and
checked with numerical computations5~ namely
that the localized interaction between two intense
beams introdUces strong fluctuations in the par
ticle spatial distribution. The evidence that in the
weak- strong beam collision the c5~ is higher
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than in the strong-strong beam case, and, possi
bly, independent from energy, supports the hypo
thesis; in the weak-strong beam collision the
oQ m should give the "optical" limit.

Another result that has not been under
stood refers to the beam crossing at an angle. It
is known that a way of increasing the equivalent
transverse cross section of the beams at the cros
sing is to have them to cross at an angle; this m~
thod has been successfully used on the Stanford
-Princeton e-e- rings and has been tried, after
wards, on ADONE, where however it has been
found that the current could not be increased abo
ve the values that were stable in the head-on col
lision, while the luminosity decreased11). The:IT:
mitation did not seem to be due to the longitudinal
beam-beam effect 12), 13), consisting in the cha~
ge of the longitudinal restoring force due to the
beam-beam interaction when the beams cross at
an angle, as the currents were quite below the v~

lues that give appreciable changes in the synchr~

tron frequency; no coherent synchrotron oscilla
tion was observed and the beam loss, when the
currents were too high, was relatively slow (or
der of tenths of seconds). The significance of
this tests may be questionable as the crossing a~

gle was obtained by a localized electric field, and
the closed orbit had therefore a very strong har
monic component close to the betatron frequency.

The experimental data on the beam
beam limit are not sufficient nor accurate enough
to draw a definite conclusion on its dependence on
the various parameters; in particular more exp~

riments are needed on the two beam behaviour as
a function of the ~ at the crossing. As the "opti
cal" model of the beam-beam limit seems to be
in disagreement with the experimental data, a
new model of the phenomenon has to be developed
in order to provide new ways to improve the sto
rage rings performances, if those already propo
sed (low ~ 14~ space charge compensation15)) 
should turn out to be less effective than foreseen.

3 - Single beam behaviour

3.1. - Trasverse instabilities

The forces due to the interaction of the
beam with its environment induce a shift on the
frequency of the collective motion which has, in
general, a real and an imaginary part; depending
on the sign of the imaginary shift the collective
motion will be either damped or antidamped. The
external forces will therefore make some of the
oscillation modes stable and others unstable, u~

less there is a sufficiently strong damping me
chanism.

It has to be pointed out that usually
the Landau damping turns out to be more effecti-

ve than the radiation damping, at least for the
transverse modes. The betatron frequency spread
(due to octupolar terms of the focusing fields or
to the presence of positive ions in an e- beam) are
typically of the order of 102 + 104 sec -1, to be
compared with the radiation damping whose range
can be from 1 to 102 sec-I.

The frequency distribution is normally an
exponential starting at Q o and extending on one si
de or the other of this value; it has been pointed
out16)that this particular type of distribution, who
se tails do not extend on both sides of the average
value, has a peculiar consequence on the thre
sholds, that, for a given absolute value of the be
tatron frequency spread, can be quite different de
pending on the sign of the frequency distribution 
parameter (i. e. of the octupolar term): this effect
has been observed on AC017~ ADONE18) and the
CEA-Bypass19) 20).

To make full use of the Landau damping
one should therefore keep the possibility of cm n
ging the sign of the octupolar terms in the focus
ing fields, by introducing in the magnetic structu
re suitable octupoles.

Single beam transverse instabilities have
been observed and studied on positron beams or
on electron beams without trapped ions. The first
model, that explained the coherent instabilities o~

served on the Stanford-Princeton rings, conside
red the interaction of a rigid bunch with the fields
induced in the environment by itself (in the preee
ding passages) or by other bunches of the beam21).
The instability considered in this model is com
monly known as the "slow" or "multi-turn" effect,
with reference to the decay time assumed for the
induced fields; the synchrotron motion within the
bunch was not taken into account.

The transverse instabilities observed la
ter on ACO and ADONE could not be explained
with the afore mentioned model; the instability d~

veloped without showing any sign of coupling be
tween bunches, or between successive passages
of the same bunch (in the single bunch mode of o
peration), and, in the ACO case, with negligible
amplitude of the bunch center of mass.

The new model proposed22 ) 23), known as
the "head-tail" effect, takes into account the sy~

chrotron motion, which turns out to be responsi
ble for the regenerative action, allowing the tran
smission of the information on the particle motion
to the same particle, with a phase delay, after a
fraction of synchrotron oscillation. In this model
fields decaying in a time comparable with the 
bunch length (typically 0.1 + 5 nsec) can be cause
of instability, and modes of oscillation without ap
preciable motion of the bunch center of mass are
possible.
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A peculiarity of the "head-tail" instabl.
lity provides a cure and explains why it had not
been observed in weak focusing rings: the rise ti
me of the instability is proportional to (1- C Ia )-"1 ,
where C is the chromatism of the ring (defined as
the relative change of the betatron frequency divi
ded by the relative change of the particle energy),
and a is the momentum compaction. In a strong
focusing structure without sextupoles Cia is of
the order of -10 + -50, while in a weak focusing
its absolute value is usually smaller than unity.
When C = a the instability rise time should tend
to 00; a compensation of the chromatism with sex
tupoles should therefore avoid the "head-tail" i~

stability.

Tests with sectupoles have been done
on ADONE, and, more recently with very positi
ve results, on AC024) and on the CEA-Bypassal}2J);
on ACO it has also been found that, in agreement
with the model, reversing the sign of the chroma
tism the instability changes qualitatively, beco-
ming coherent over the bunch length (the center
of mass amplitude is comparable with the parti
cle amplitudes)17).

On the basis of the present knowledge,
the design of an electron positron storage ring
should therefore incorporate sextupoles, to con
trol the chromatism, and octupoles, to control
the betatron frequency distribution; a fast feed
back, transferring the position information from
one bunch to the same bunch after one or more
revolutions, should take care of the "multiturn'l

effects; all the elements in the vacuum chamber
should be properly terminated for frequencies
comparable with those corresponding to the bunch
length (typically in the GHz range) to reduce the
forces that cause instability.

Operation with many bunches per beam
makes more difficult the fast feedback; the use
of an RF quadrupole, that separates the betatron
frequencies of the different bunches and reduces
the coupling between bunches, has improved the
instability thresholds on the CEA-Bypass19) 25),
and might turn out to be a sufficient cure, toge
ther with controllable nonlinearities, for the tra
nsverse instabilities.

3.2. - Longitudinal instabilities.

Sustained coherent synchrotron oscill~

tions or longitudinal instabilities have been obseE
ved on all the operating rings; their interpreta
tion in the single bunch26 }, 27}, 28) and in the mul
tiple bunch operation29}, 30) is in good agreemerrt
with the experimental results.

They are due to the interaction of the
beam with axial fields induced by the beam itself
in the surrounding structures; in the single bunch

case the cure is quite simple, and consists in a
proper adjustment of the impedance of an RF cavi
ty (that can be either the main cavity or an addi-
tional one); an active feedback can also be conside
red and does not present particular problems (the
bandwidth of the system should possibly be larger
than the synchrotron oscillation frequency: this
fact may suggest the use of an additional cavity).

In the multiple bunch operation the situa
tion is much more complex, as each non RF har
monic frequency (multiple of the revolution fre
quency, but not of the RF frequency) interacts with
two relative modes, damping one of them and anti
damping the other. While the zeroth order mode
(and a second mode, when the number of bunches is ~
ven) can be controlled as in the single bunch case
(and it is actually done on ADONE11), 31)), the other
relative modes require a different approach.

On ADONE11 ) and CEA-Bypass25 ) the se
paration of the synchrotron frequencies of the dif
ferent bunches by a small, non RF harmonic, ca
vity has greatly improved the thresholds: the dra~

back of this solution is the introduction of a stable
phase spread between the different bunches, resul.
ting in a spread of the collision regions, that sho
uld be kept within a fraction of the source size to
avoid problems in experimental apparatus accep
tance and event identification.

Another cure has been tested on the CEA
-Bypass25 ), with positive results, and consists in
the increase of the synchrotron frequency spread
within each bunch through the use of a small RF
cavity on a frequency harmonic of the main RF sy
stem (it is the analogue of the octupoles for the
transverse instabilities).

A third type of cure is an active feedback
that turns out to be very complicated 32 ) and has
not yet been tested.

Multi-bunch operation is therefore more
difficult than the single bunch mode also with re
spect to the longitudinal instabilities; as this type
of instability has been recently observed also in
conventional accelerators, when operating at high
intensity, a convenient solution to the problem has
to be found without reducing the number of bunches.

3. 3. - Beam dim ension.

At low current the beam dimensions have
been found to be in agreement with those expected
on the basis of the synchrotron radiation effects.
As at least two of the e+e- rings presently in ope
ration are working close to or on a difference cou
pling resonance (Qx - Qz = integer), it is worth-
while to remark that in two recent papers33 ), 34)
a very useful approximate calculation of the tran~

verse dimensions in the case of weak coupling for
ce (which is generally the case of interest) is pr~
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A correlation between bunch lengthe
ning and increase in radial dimensions has been

A very similar fit is reported as being
obtained by the Kharkov group on a small e
ring35 ) .

where L is the FWHH experimental bunch length
and L r the FWHH bunch length due to radiation,
in nsec; I is the current per bunch in mA; V is
the RF voltage in kV and E the beam energy in
GeV.

measured on ADONEll): the results indicate that
the bunch lengthening is due to an increase of the
momentum spread in the beam, but are not accu
rate enough to determine whether there is a corr~

sponding increase of the betatron invariant; on
ACO, where the radial dimensions observed are
dominated by the betatron contribution, there
seem to be no increase in radial dimensions cor
related with the bunch lengthening: the two obser
vations are consistent with an increase of the mo
mentum spread without any increase of the beta
tron invariant.

Different models have been proposed to ex
plain the bunch lengthening, but none of them fits
all the experimental results. One mode1 36 ), that
takes into account a modification of the longitudi
nal restoring forces due to the beam interaction
with elements in the vacuum chamber, gives a fu~

ctional dependence of the bunch length very simi
lar to that observed, but cannot explain the corre
lated increase in momentum spread. A second mo
de137 ) assumes that the bunch lengthening is due 
to the equilibrium of high order longitudinal cohe
rent oscillations and radiation damping: the mo
mentum spread is therefore explained, but the fu~

dional dependence is not in agreement with the ,e~

periments; it has been however suggested by the
author that the introduction of the Landau damping
and a different excitation mechanism could change
the functional dependence.

In the operating rings the bunch lengthening
is a small effect at the currents normally used (ty
pically 10 to 20%); nevertheless the interpretatio~

of the effect would be very useful to decide the i~

provement in source size that could be obtained by
going at higher RF frequencies.

An almost incoherent increase of transver
se beam dimensions has been obtained by shock
exciting small coherent oscillations, with a repe
tition frequency much higher than the inverse of
the radiation damping time; the nonlinearities of
the restoring forces dilute in phase space the par
tic1es after the excitation. This method is not use
ful when two beams, with the same betatron fre-
quency, are colliding, as the residual coherent o
scillations drive one of the two beams into a regi
me of large oscillations.

It has been observed (at Novosibirsk and
Frascati) that when the betatron frequencies are
splitted by means of an electric quadrupole the
coherent growth is avoided.

The SPEAR group has proposed recen
tly 38) tu use pulsed RF quadrupole excitation to
increase the beam dimensions incoherently; a co~

tinuous RF quadrupole excitation, proposed by the
same group time ago, has been tested on ADONE
and found to cause rapid single beam loss; the
pulsed operation has not been tested.

(6)

(7)

(8)

J

VO. 3 ~ 0.05 I1. 05 ~ 0.05

E4~0.2L

(L/L )2 = 1+{2+0. 2)xlO- 2
r -

ACO

The experimental values on the cou
pling resonance observed on ACO agree with eq.
6 for the vertical dimension, while for the radial
ones it seems that the agreement is poorer 33);
on ADONE they seem to agree, within the accur~

cy of the dim ension monitor calibration.

Of the current effects on beam dimen
sions, one was expected, and this is the transve£
se growth in e- beam, due to the focusing effect
of the trapped ions.

The unexpected effect, which has not
yet been satisfactorily interpreted, is the bunch
lengthening observed on AC035) and ADONEll),
which depends on the charge per bunch, ener gy
and RF voltage; the fit of the experimental results
is given by the following formulas:

(L/L )2 = 1 + 2xl0- 3 I
r E 4 L

ADONE

sented. The transverse betatron invariants Wx
and Wz as a function of the radial betatron inva
riant Wo ' computed without coupling, are given,
in the case of equal damping for the two modes,
by 34):

W 2+F
2

rv 0
WX =-2-!"+F"2"

where F is a function of the coupling force (ex
pressed through the minimum wavenumber sepa
ration "I that can be obtained on the coupling re
sonance "I = Q~ - Q~) and of the unperturbed wa
venumbers Q x and Qz:

F 2
:! (.1t 11 )2l'- 1

Sin
2

(.1t[Q
x

-QzJ)



As shown by eq. 5, an incoherent incr~

ase of the beam transverse dimensions would al
low to obtain higher luminosity with greater cur
rents, and would therefore be an important impr~
vement in the storage ring performances, as a
way to extend to lower energies the useful range
of operation of a given ring.

3.4. - Beam lifetime and residual gas pressure
rise.

The beam lifetime is normally limited
by gas bremsstrahlung; other effects give a ne
gligible contribution to the loss rate in the nor
mal operation. It is therefore of paramount im
portance to obtain a very low residual gas pres
sure possibly in the 0.1 + 1 nTorr range, to ha
ve long lifetime and low background on the expe
rimental apparatus.

The gas load, in electron storage rings,
is known to be primarily due to the gas desorp
tion from the walls by photoelectrons produced by
the synchrotron radiation. Measurements of ele£
tron desorption efficiencies have been done at
Frascati time ag0 39): the results were typically
an order of magnitude better then those that can
be inferred from the pressure rise with beam
measured in ACO and ADONE. There is however
an interesting case in reference39): on one sam
ple, that by mistake had been exposed to oil diff~

sion from a roughing pump, the desorption effi
ciency was at least one order of magnitude worse
than usual, after a bake out at 3000C for 3 days.
A treatment suggested by Garwin, consisting of
one hour bake at 3000 C in hydrogen at about 10- 6
Torr followed by a similar procedure with oxygen,
was found to be effective in the reduction of the
desorption efficiency to normal values.

It thus appears that the pressure rises
observed in ACO and ADONE are consistent with
the desorption efficiency measured on an oil
contaminated sample; moreover the bake out is
known to be ineffective in redUcing it to the va
lues measured on clean surfaces.

The pressure rise as a function of e
nergy in ADONE11) is in agreement with the as
sumption of approximate indipendence of the de
sorption probability from the photon energy, as
long as it is higher than the work function of the
wall materia139).

The lowest pressure rise with beam
current in ADONE, obtained after a month of o
peration subsequent to a vacuum chamber open
ing, is about 10- 2 nTorr/mA at 1 GeV, with a t~

tal pumping sreed at the vacuum gauges of about
7. 000 HI sec 1 ); the static pressure (without
beam) is 0.2 + 0.3 nTorr.
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Improvements in the pressure rise could
be obtained by lowering the electron desorption ~
ficiency, or by lowering the photoelectron produc
tion efficiency (that depends on the angle of inciden
ce of the synchrotron radiation on the walls), or by
obtaining a greater pumping speed.

More experimental work is needed to un
derstand the limits of the first two methods; as
far as the greater pumping speed is concerned, a
very simple solution has been suggested by the N~

vosibirsk group and is incorporated in the SPEAR
design: a distributed titanium pump installed in
the inner side of the vacuum chamber in the ben
ding magnets. On a prototype built at SLAC a pum
ping speed of about 5 HI s cm has been obtained40J.

The gas composition in presence of the
beam contains a large fraction of hydrogen; on A
DONE it has been observed that the composition
seems to change slightly with time. The <Z2) e
quivalent monoatomic is between 30 and 6011 ).

Anomalously short beam lifetime has been
observed on many rings and interpreted as due to
nonlinear resonances: operation of the CEA-By
pass at low ~ has shown that a better lineariz~

tion of the field in the high ~ regions has impro
ved the performances41 ). A similar effect, leading
to short lifetimes, has been observed on ADONE
when enlarging the beam to r. m. s. dimensions
greater than about 3 + 5 mm. These results lead
to the conclusion that the bending and focusing
fields in a storage ring must be very accurately li
nearized; elements giving the required non linear-"
fields (sextupoles and octupoles) should be added
separately, be controllable and distributed along
the ring with sufficiently high periodicity.

4 - Concluding remarks

The operation of the first generation of
e-e- and e+e- storage rings has brought into light
a number of problems that, at least in part, have
been understood and solved; the single beam insta
bilities have been interpreted and different types
of cures can be adopted, depending on the ring pa
rameters. -

Unfortunately the same cannot be said for
the two beam behaviour, which is the most deter
mining factor in the storage ring performance; it
is not certainly the slight difference in the maxi
mum betatron tune shift achieved in different rings
that can cast some doubt on the parameters affec
ting the beam-beam limit, but the observed ener
gy dependence and the possible dependence on fl.
It is not evident, at present, within which limits
the scaling laws of the "optical" model are valid
and which are therefore the possible improvem-



ents in the ring performances. The rings of the
second generation, but one, have a new feature in
common; the low ~ insertion, that should permit
to achieve a much higher beam density at the cro~

sing, and therefore a much higher luminosity. In
one of them (ACO-II) a completely different appr~
ach is followed; the compensation of the beam
-beam Coulomb interaction at the crossing through
the use of four colliding beams, two of electrons
and two of positrons.

It is difficult, at present, to assess the
relative merits and difficulties; if, on one side,
there is the complication of handling four beam,
keeping all the conditions of an efficient space
charge compensation, on the other side the CEA
-Bypass operation has shown that a low ~ inser
tion has its problems.

Extentions in energy are being consid~

red: very high energy rings, in the range of 10 ..;.
..;. 20 GeV, have been subject of preliminary stu
dy42); these proposals do not incorporate new i
deas and the new technical problems involve es
sentially the RF systems. Some thought has been
devoted to colliding beams of different types of
particles, and they will be discussed at this Con
ference.

There has also been a proposal for a
low energy (700 IVleV) and very high luminosity
ring, VEPP-2' at Novosibirsk. It is of some in
terest to remark that experience has shown that
the useful energy range of a given ring is quite
small, from about half to the maximum energy,
and this makes very interesting, for high energy
physics experiments, such a ring.

It is however important, in my opinion,
to reach a better understanding of the fundamen
tal storage ring limitation, before starting new
huge projects, as it might suggest new approa
ches to improved performances; hopefully, at the
next Accelerator Conference, the results coming
from at least three more e+e- storage rings will
help to make the whole matter completely clear.
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P. LAPOSTOLLE : Are the effects of possible out
gassing which are cured by baking out the vacuum
chamber well understood ?

F. AMMAN : As far as I know the basic process is
known, but it is not possible to calculate the
desorption efficiency for a real surface.

DISCUSSION

rings, whichever beam is the stronger, and for
electron - electron rings ?

F. AMMAN In ADONE, to avoid spurious effects due
to trapped ions, we operate always with more posi
trons than electrons. I should refer the question
to the colleagues from Novosibirsk.

V.P. DZHELEPOV : What is the dependence on energy
and beam currents of the size of the crossing region
at the interaction point ?

F. AMMAN : The transverse cross section of a single
beam scales with y2 (due to radiation effects) :
when two beams collide, at the beam-beam limit, the
scaling law for the cross section is again y2.

M. GOLDHABER : Is the increase of the cross section
of the weaker beam true for both positron - electron

A.N. SKRINSKY I It was approximately the same sit
uation for both electron - electron and electron 
positron beams (but, in fact, much more complicated
than just increase in size).

W.K.H. PANOFSKY : I might comment that usually
storage rings are designed such that the upper en
ergy limit is defined by RF power and the lower
limit by orbit dynamics. Unless there is more
flexibility in RF power than has been customary in
the past, the useful energy band will remain narrow.




